
CONTRIBUTION POINTS FOR CHOIR/MUSIC CLASS 
 

Daily Participation Points: (3 per day.) 
 

3 pts =  a. Student contributes actively, with proper behavior ALL of the time. (100%) 

 b. Student actively engages in classroom tasks with focused leadership. 

 c. Student does not disrupt class climate. 

 d. Student does not talk at inappropriate times. 

 e. Student comes to class with ALL class materials. (Folder, passport & pencil.) 

 

2pts = a. Student contributes willingly with proper behavior, but the contribution is not ALL of      

    the time. (less than 90%) 

b. Student partially engages in classroom tasks with mediocre leadership. 

c. Student does not disrupt class climate. 

d. Student does not talk at inappropriate times. 

 

1 pt = a. Student does not, or refuses to contribute with proper behavior. (less that 50%) 

 b. Student does not engage in classroom tasks and displays no leadership. 

 c. Student behaves with some disruption of class climate. 

 d. Student chooses to talk at inappropriate times. 

 

0 pts = Chewing gum, missing class materials, not sitting in assigned seat, inappropriate physical  

contact with others, destroying property, talking back to teacher inappropriately,  

inappropriate teasing, screaming, defying authority, etc. 
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